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Economic Analysis of Zero-Grade Rice and Land Tenure

By Jeffrey A. Hignight, K. Bradley Watkins and Merle M. Anders
Introduction

Abstract
Fields precision leveled to a zero
grade require significantly less
applied water and provide
significant savings in annual
production expenses relative to
contour levee rice fields. However,
zero-grade is a land improvement
and requires a large initial capital
investment. This study uses a Net
Present Value (NPV) approach to
evaluate the monetary benefits of
zero-grade rice production for
tenants and landlords under
alternative rental arrangements.
Results indicate both parties can
gain positive monetary benefits
under most lease structures in the
long run but may experience short
run monetary losses if yields decline
during the initial years after the land
improvement.

Arkansas is the largest rice growing state in the U.S. and rice is the most water intensive program
crop accounting for 70 percent of the total volume of water used within the state (Scott et al.,
1998). A decrease of the state rice acres has occurred during the past few years due to many factors
which include escalating irrigation costs. Factors influencing irrigation costs include energy source
used for pumping, depth of pumping and field topography. A survey initiated in 2002 revealed
that 55 percent of Arkansas rice acres were irrigated using a conventional contour levee system
(Wilson and Branson, 2006). During 2006, Mississippi zero-grade fields used 38 percent less
water than contour levee fields (Powers, 2007). Similar comparisons have shown zero-grade fields
can use up to 60 percent less irrigation water (Epting, 2004).
Precision leveled fields in Arkansas account for an estimated 45 percent of rice fields with 5 percent
of planted acres classified as zero-grade in 2005 (Wilson and Branson, 2006). Precision leveled
fields improve irrigation and machinery efficiency, increase yield by as much as 10 percent, improve
labor usage, improve water depth management and increase land values (Williams, 2004).
Additional benefits come from better seed germination and efficient application of agrochemicals
(Tran and Nguyen, 2007). Irrigation cost savings are generated by lowering the volume of water
needed while increased machinery efficiency comes from reduced costs and time during planting
and harvesting. While grain yields might increase over time, studies have shown that yields in cut
areas can be lower than filled areas in a field (Walker et al., 2003). Over time, yield variation
between cut and filled areas within a field decrease as organic matter increases in the cut areas
(Walker et al., 2004).
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Large up front capital costs are required when land improvements are
made. Capital expenditure incentives for land improvements have
been made by federal government programs such as the
Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) and subsidized
loans at three percent interest rate made available for Arkansas
cropland from the Arkansas Natural Resources Commission. Tax
credits are also available from the State of Arkansas on 10 percent of
the costs with a maximum credit of $9,000 per year and an option of
capitalizing the costs of land improvements or writing it off as an
expense for federal tax purposes. Short-term payoffs may not be
reached under situations of short-term yield loss but may pay off longterm. Watkins, Hill and Anders (2007) determined that net present
values are larger and payoff periods shorter for zero-grade fields when
rice is grown continuously rather than rotated with soybeans
following land improvement.

experiences. Returns are calculated on a per-acre basis for both tenant
and landlord using the above indicated scenarios that might occur
with zero-grade land leveling. The estimated NPV is based upon the
difference between returns under the rice/soybean rotation with
contour levees and continuous rice after the land improvement. Land
tenure is also analyzed in the NPV by estimating the difference in
returns under a specific lease arrangement before the land
improvement and the returns under a specific lease after the land
improvement is made.

Cost of Precision Leveling
In calculating the costs associated with precision leveling we assumed
that the field size is 40 acres and that custom hired work moved 350
cubic-yards of soil per acre (Table 1). Custom work can be
determined on an hourly rate or by cubic-yards of soil moved.
Distance soil must be moved and the volume of soil moved will
influence the per acre costs of zero-grade. Local land-leveling
businesses were contacted to determine a cubic-yard cost for zerograde. A cost of $1.60 per cubic-yard of soil moved was used in this
study, and the volume of soil moved was 350 cubic yards per acre, the
economically feasible upper limit determined from conversations
with farmers and farm managers.

Approximately 80 percent of Arkansas rice acres are owned or
partially owned by someone other than the producer (USDA-NASS).
Therefore, landlords decide whether or not land improvements are
made. Rainey et al. (2005) surveyed landlords and determined that
factors such as age, location, risk aversion and managerial ability may
influence the contract between landlord and tenant. This study
found that the average age of a landlord was 68 years. This one factor
alone could discourage some landlords from improving their land,
particularly if they are seeking short-term cash payoffs on capital
investments. Lease arrangements are typically year by year, and may
keep some tenants from renegotiating unless sufficient length is
provided within the lease to allow the tenant enough time to recover
any short term loss of income due to yield loss risk. A strong working
relationship between landlord and tenant would benefit both parties
and allow both to carry some of the risk that is involved in
land improvements.

A well-drained field is essential for zero-grade fields to be profitable.
The cost of a drainage ditch around the 40 acre field is included in this
study. A typical charge for a ditch would be $120 per hour with an
operator digging 330 feet per hour. Drainage pipes were priced from
local supply companies at $27 per acre or $1,080 per 40 acres.
Establishing the cut and fill areas for land grading is assumed to cost
$12 per acre.
An additional cost of land grading is the application of poultry litter
to supplement the cut areas of a field. The University of Arkansas
recommends one ton of litter per acre on the cut areas of a field.
Applying poultry litter to cut areas increases yields for rice above areas
without the application (Stevens et al., 2001; Wilson et al., 1998).
Research shows that litter applications can be a good source of
phosphorus and potassium with returns over $100/acre on deep cut
rice fields (Young et al., 2003). Transportation cost for delivered
poultry litter was determined using the Litter Link Spring 2008
delivery price to Stuttgart. A subsidy of $14/ton for delivered poultry
litter to Stuttgart is available through the Arkansas Natural Resource
Commission and is assumed to offset the application cost in
this study.

The purpose of this study is to determine the implications of land
tenure arrangements on the costs and benefits from zero-grade rice
land improvements for both tenant and landlord. The objectives are:
1) compare costs and returns between contour levee and zero-grade
rice; and 2) compare net present value (NPV) of alternative land
tenure arrangements for the tenant and landlord.
These scenarios are calculated assuming a 10 percent yield gain, no
gain and a 20 percent yield loss with the yield returning to the preimprovement yield in year six. Agronomists helped determine the
range of yield possibilities after land grading based upon their
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Land touch-ups may be necessary every 8-10 years with leveled fields
(Henggeler, Thompson and Pfost 1998). This analysis assumes
husbandry is maximized and touch-ups occur every 10 years at the
rate of $130/acre. This includes work to both clean the ditch and
touch-up the field.

Fertilization for zero-grade continuous rice is slightly higher than the
contour levee system. Under the contour levee-system, 150 lbs/acre
of nitrogen are needed for the crop with an additional 20 lbs/acre
needed under continuous rice production for the zero-grade system.
Phosphorus and potassium requirements stay the same for both
management systems. Agrochemicals for weed, insect, and fungus
control are the same under both systems with the use of conventional
rice varieties.

Landlords may be able to negotiate a lower cost for land leveling if a
tenant owns dirt-pans but this analysis assumes custom work is used.
Whole-farm projects such as on-farm reservoirs, underground pipe
and tail-water recovery systems would also influence the benefits and
costs of land improvements. These projects would add to the
irrigation efficiency and economic benefits (Wailes et al., 2001) and
could influence land tenure towards costs share arrangements when
underground water is depleting (Hignight et al., 2005).

Net returns would be greater for both zero-grade rice with 10 percent
and 0 percent yield gain compared to contour levee rice (Table 2). A
20 percent loss of yield would have a return of $7.46 per acre less than
contour levee rice. The return for a rotation of rice and soybeans
under the conventional contour levee system is $146.44 per acre for
rice, $88.39 per acre for soybeans or an average rotation return of
$117.42 per acre based on data in Table 2. Returns for a zero-grade
field with continuous rice would be $371.63, $294.08 and $138.98
per acre for a 10 percent yield gain, 0 percent yield gain and 20 percent
yield loss, respectively.

Comparison of Costs and Returns for Zero-Grade and Contour
Levee Management
Production costs and returns for zero-grade rice and contour levee
rice and soybeans are estimated using the Mississippi State Budget
Generator (Laughlin and Spurlock, 2006) and are presented in Table
2. Production costs and returns in Table 2 could be defined as those
for an owner-operator (e.g., one who both owns and operates the
land) but would be split between the tenant and landlord depending
on the terms of the lease arrangement. Crop yields assumed for
contour levee rice and soybeans are a three-year average (2004-2006)
for Arkansas County collected from the National Agricultural
Statistics Service. Since yields are uncertain after precision leveling,
three different scenarios are presented (Table 2). Zero-grade rice
yields are presented as a 10 percent gain, 0 percent gain and 20 percent
loss with yield recovering at 6.6 bu/year until reaching pre-leveling
yield in year six. Projected five-year average prices for rice ($4.70/bu)
and soybean ($8.67/bu) are used as expected prices in this analysis
based on 2008-2012 projections from USDA Agricultural
Projections to 2017 (USDA-ERS, 2008).

Lease Arrangements
Ten different scenarios are presented for the tenant and landlord in
the following sections. An 80-20 straight share (ss) lease, a 75-25
straight share, a 70-30 straight share, a 75-25 cost share (cs) and a 5050 cost share are presented. Under the straight share arrangement the
landlord typically pays drying for their share of the crop and all well
ownership expenses. The tenant would pay all production costs and
be responsible for the irrigation power unit. For example, the 75-25
straight share arrangement would pay the landlord 25 percent of the
crop as rent and the landlord would pay drying cost on that 25
percent. The 75-25 cost share scenario has the landlord paying 25
percent of the fertilizer and drying costs. The irrigation ownership
cost is assumed to be the same as a straight share. The 50-50 cost share
splits evenly fertilizer, agrochemicals and seed costs while splitting
yield equally between tenant and landlord. The landlord would pay
all energy pumping costs and the ownership costs of the well and
power unit. The tenant would be responsible for all other expenses
such as labor, machinery, etc.

Zero-grade and contour levee systems both have unique management
requirements and significant cost differences. Contour levee
management typically uses intensive tillage, but tillage on zero-grade
may cause the field to lose grade and form potholes causing a decrease
in irrigation efficiency and productivity. Therefore, tillage is kept at a
minimum. Field preparation, planting, irrigating, and harvesting cost
are higher under the contour levee system than zero-grade. Labor
time for all field operations decreases significantly with zero-grade.
Irrigation and harvesting efficiency is maximized under zero-grade
management which lowers the costs for both field operations.

Comparison of Monetary Benefits
Net Present Value (NPV) is the difference between the present value
and initial costs for a particular time horizon measured in years. A
discount rate of 6 percent is used in this study to determine the NPV
for the tenant and landlord under alternative land tenure
arrangements. The discount rate of 6 percent was used as a reasonable
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estimate of the return that could be achieved from alternative
investments. Based on advice from agricultural appraisers, the capital
cost of the land improvement is assumed to be captured in increased
land value. For example the total costs of zero-grading discussed in
Table 1 would be approximately $829/acre. It is assumed that these
costs would increase land value by $829/acre in a one-for-one fashion
and offset the initial costs to zero in calculating NPV. While we
assume each dollar invested would be a dollar increase in land value, it
is not outside the realm of possibility to increase land value by more
than the capital investment.

arrangement after the land improvement regardless of yield scenario.
However, if the tenant’s starting arrangement is a 75-25 cost share
arrangement before the land improvement, the tenant would be better
off using a 50-50 cost share arrangement after the land improvement
regardless of yield scenario. A tenant’s NPV can also be influenced by
the yield scenario itself. For example, a tenant with a 75-25 straight
share arrangement before the land improvement would receive greater
NPV maintaining the 75-25 straight share arrangement after the land
improvement under the 10 percent yield gain scenario but would
receive greater NPV moving to a 50-50 cost share arrangement under
either the 0 percent yield gain or the 20 percent yield loss scenarios.

Discounted cash flows are based on the difference in the land tenure
arrangement and yield expectation before and after land
improvement. A rice/soybean rotation is assumed before the land
improvement and continuous rice is assumed after the land
improvement. Costs and returns are kept constant throughout the
planning horizon to assume a real value on investment without
inflation. Returns include direct payments for soybeans and rice and
are divided between tenant and landlord according to the lease
arrangement. Tenant and landlord NPVs are calculated before tax
since there are a few tax options on the federal level. Expensing the
costs may be the best option for some landowners while capitalizing
the expense into the land value may create the highest tax savings for
others. These options need to be carefully considered in the decision
process. As discussed earlier, there are tax credits available in Arkansas
for land improvements up to a maximum of $9,000 per year.

Landlord
Cumulative NPVs to zero-grade are presented for the landlord by
rental arrangement and yield scenario in Table 4. The table presents
the same scenarios as shown for the tenant in Table 3 but from the
landlord’s perspective. As with the tenant, the landlord receives
positive benefits to zero-grade under all lease structures for both the
10 percent and 0 percent yield gain scenarios but could receive
negative NPVs for some lease structures in the initial years following
the land improvement under the 20 percent yield loss scenario. The
landlord generally receives the greatest NPV by renegotiating for a
larger share of the crop after the land improvement. For example, a
landlord with an 80-20 straight share arrangement before the land
improvement would receive progressively higher NPV by receiving 5
and 10 percent more of the crop after the land improvement
regardless of the yield scenario. Similarly, a landlord with a 75-25
straight share arrangement before the land improvement would
receive greater NPV by renegotiating to a 70-30 straight share
arrangement after the land improvement regardless of yield
loss scenario.

Tenant
Cumulative NPVs are presented for the tenant under alternative
tenure arrangements and yield scenarios in Table 3. The results in
Table 3 are presented for different lease arrangement starting points
and assume either the same lease arrangement is maintained after the
land improvement (80-20ss to 80-20ss in the first column of Table 3)
or a different lease arrangement is used after the land improvement
(80-20ss to 75-25ss; 80-20ss to 70-30ss, etc. in Table 3).

Renegotiating from a straight share to a cost share arrangement after
the land improvement also increases the landlord’s NPV in some
instances. For example, a landlord with an 80-20 straight share
arrangement prior to the land improvement would increase NPV by
renegotiating to a 50-50 cost share arrangement after the land
improvement for all yield scenarios analyzed. The same would be true
for the 10 and 0 percent yield increase scenarios if the landlord had a
75-25 straight share arrangement before the land improvement but
renegotiated to a 50-50 cost share arrangement after the land
improvement. However, the landlord would be less well off moving
from a 75-25 straight share to a 50-50 cost share arrangement for the
20 percent yield loss scenario (e.g., the landlord’s NPV decreases when

Positive benefits to zero-grade are realized for the tenant under all
lease structures shown under both the 10 percent and 0 percent yield
gain scenarios. However, the tenant could receive negative NPVs in
the initial years following the land improvement under the 20 percent
yield loss scenario. The tenant’s NPV is influenced by the lease
arrangement used before and after the land improvement. For
example, a tenant with an 80-20 straight share arrangement prior to
the land improvement would receive the largest NPV using the same
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moving from the 75-25 straight share to the 50-50 cost share for this
yield scenario).

tenant tends to gain the most monetary benefit when the terms of the
lease agreement remain unchanged before and after the land
improvement, while the landlord tends to receive the most monetary
benefit by renegotiating for a larger share of the crop or in some
instances renegotiating from a crop share to a cost share arrangement.
The potential for yield loss after leveling to a zero grade can negatively
impact both parties during the initial years following the land
improvement. For instance the pre-leveling rental arrangement of 7525 straight share renegotiated to a 70-30 straight share would create a
negative NPV for both tenant and landlord in year one if a 20 percent
yield loss occurred. In year two the landlord would have a positive
NPV but the tenant would not see a positive NPV until year three.
With a 20 percent yield loss, the tenant would lose the most
renegotiating the lease from a 75-25 cost share to a 75-30 straight
share. It would take nine years before the tenant gained a positive
NPV under this scenario. A landlord would lose the most
renegotiating from a 75-25 straight share to a 50-50 cost share if a 20
percent yield decline occurred. A positive NPV would not be
achieved until year 12 under this scenario. Our analysis indicates that
both parties can receive negative NPVs for some lease structures when
yields decline by as much as 20 percent following the land
improvement. However, NPVs eventually become positive with the
passing of time. Therefore, zero-grade has the potential to increase
the risk of yield and income loss for both parties in the short run but
also has the potential to increase returns for both parties in the
long run.

Summary
Zero-grade management provides significant savings in production
costs and water volume use which is critical in areas where water is
limiting. The volume of water needed for zero-grade is significantly
less than for the contour levee system. A decrease in labor, machinery
and fuel costs also adds to monetary savings. Average field yield after
leveling is not certain. Some producers see gains in yield while others
may experience short term decreases in productivity.
Land leveling feasibility becomes more complicated when both
tenant and landlord are involved. Factors such as age, accessibility to
capital, current lease arrangement, risk tolerance and opportunity
costs of alternative investments factor into a landlord’s decision for
land improvements. Monetary benefits from the improvement for
both tenant and landlord depend on the starting point for lease
negotiations and productivity after land improvement. A tenant takes
some risk depending on the lease structure and yield loss potential.
Tenure arrangements that are renewed each year may limit a tenant’s
willingness to negotiate alternative lease arrangements that increase
risk of reduced income.
Results from this study indicate that both parties gain positive
monetary benefits from zero-grade under most lease structures. The
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Table 1. Zero-grade leveling costs paid by landowner

Table 2. Costs and returns with contour and zero-grade production systems
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Table 3. Cumulative NPV of zero-grade for a tenant under alternative land tenure arrangements and productivity
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Table 4. Cumulative NPV of zero-grade for a landlord under alternative land tenure arrangements and productivity
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